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MORE THAN JUST 
PROJECTS

2011 was a busy year for Music Export Norway 
with numerous events and projects in the music 
export field. In particular, activity in the German-
speaking markets has picked up following the 
official opening of our Berlin office in January. 
For example, in 2011 MEN conducted a 
Business Development Program (BDP) with a 
focus on the GSA territory, in which Norwegian 
exporters were given a thorough introduction to 
everything from tax regimes to market structure.

In 2011, we started a partnership with the 
production and songwriting duo Stargate, 
which has had almost incredible success by 
Norwegian standards. Collaboration with artists 
such as Rihanna, Beyoncé and Katy Perry has 
made Stargate’s Tor Erik Hermansen and Mikkel 
Eriksen more or less permanent names on the 
world’s biggest charts.

In cooperation with Stargate, we invited 
Norwegian producers, songwriters, artists and 
industry professionals to a master class in New 
York in which participants got a unique insight 
into the American music industry and especially 
into Stargate’s own work. In addition, participants 
had the opportunity to get specific feedback on 
their own music.

In the 2011 annual report you will see a 
comprehensive list of the year’s projects. It is 
important to point out that a lot of Music Export 
Norway’s daily work is not directly linked to 
specific projects.

Every week we receive a large number of 
inquiries from established industry business 
professionals and musicians, as well as from 
new players with a desire to work internationally. 
Therefore, we spend a lot of time counseling, 
consulting and building relationships in addition 
to the implementation of the various projects.

Inger Dirdal
MANAGING DIRECTOR,

MUSIC EXPORT NORWAY
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Eurosonic: 
An important 
arena for the 
live market 
Eurosonic is one of the most important 
international industry events for the live market. 
The biggest international festivals attend to secure 
artists for their summer festival programs, while 
a large number of concert and festival market 
delegates are looking for the next big thing.

In addition, the Eurosonic European Talent 
Exchange Program (ETEP) includes an initiative 
to stimulate the circulation of European talent at 
festivals, radio and media in Europe.

In 2011, five Norwegian artists played showcases 
at Eurosonic. These were Ingrid Olava, Kvelertak, 
Susanne Sundfør, Moddi and Ost & Kjex. 
Music Export Norway contributed with practical 
facilitation, promotion and travel support.

Midem still 
going strong
Despite the fact that the total number of delegates 
at Midem is going down, an increasingly large 
number of the Norwegian industry makes the trip 
to Cannes every January. In 2011, there were 33 
companies represented at the Norwegian stand. 
Most have been there many times before, but 
there are always some new faces at the stand.
 
The feedback on the Midem trade fair tells 
that as a result of the decrease in the number 
of exhibitors, meetings are more focused than 
previously. However, this requires that you make 
thorough preparations and schedule meetings 
well in advance.

As usual, Music Export Norway coordinated 
the Norwegian participation, and ensured that 
Norway was clearly present in the exhibition by 
the use of delegate folders and other materials. 
MEN also hosted a Nordic networking reception 
at the Scandinavian Terrace along with the other 
Nordic export offices and the Danish Arts Agency. 
A launch reception for the Norwegian company 
Bach Technology was arranged at the same 
location.

COMPANIES ATTENDING MIDEM:

- Arctic Pop
-  Aspiro Music
- Bach Technology
- Big Dipper Records
- Curling Legs
- Daworks Records
- Dicentia Norway
- Emmody Record and Music Company
- Fono
- Fysisk Format
- Gramart
- Hacate Entertainment Group
- Indie Distribution/Indie Recordings
- Karisma / Dark Essence Records
- Kirkelig Kulturverksted

5 International projects

NORWEGIAN ACTS AT EUROSONIC:

- Ingrid Olava
-  Kvelertak
- Susanne Sundfør
- Moddi
- Ost & Kjeks

- Lindberg Lyd (2L)
- Lawo Classics
- Music Export Norway
- MTG Music
- Musikklosen
- Musikkoperatørene
- NMFF
- Norsk Artistforbund
- Phonofile
- Planet Noise
- Platekompaniet
- SIWU
- Tono
- Trond
- Unit One / Skyhigh Oslo
- Voices Music and Entertainment Group
- Waikiki Music
- Waterfall Music



Electro in Japan  
In November, Music Export Norway was the co-organizer of the Nordic 
showcase evening Hokuo Night in Tokyo focusing on electronic music. 
Four Nordic bands, including Casiokids from Norway, played showcases 
in a crowded room. Both the Japanese press and industry were well-
represented in the audience that evening.

The event was arranged in cooperation with the Nordic export offices and 
one of Japan’s biggest promoters, Creative Man. Prior to the showcases, 
the Nordic embassies hosted a successful reception.

Ingrid Olava at Eurosonic 2011.             Photo: Vasilis Panagiotopoulos 

Casiokids at Hokuo Night, Tokyo.    Photo: Petri Artturi Asikainen



Master Class with Stargate
In May 2011, Music Export Norway proudly presented a master class in collaboration with producer 
duo Stargate’s Tor Erik Hermansen and Mikkel Storleer Eriksen. Stargate has had tremendous success 
with artists such as Rihanna, Beyoncé and Katy Perry, and has won several Grammy awards.

More than 400 songwriters, producers, musicians and industry professionals applied to take part in 
this unique experience in New York. Unfortunately, there was only room for 38 people. Participants 
received a thorough introduction on everything from how the U.S. market works and tax regulations to 
manufacturer tips.

In addition to Hermansen and Eriksen, several of Stargate’s closest partners contributed with valuable 
information. Among these were L.A. Reid (former Island Def Jam President, X Factor judge), Jay 
Brown (manager of Rihanna and Stargate, President of Roc Nation), Guy Moot (President of EMI 
Music Publishing UK/Europe) and Zvi Edelman (A&R, Atlantic Records). Participants also received 
direct feedback on their own music from the Stargate team. The event was sponsored by the 
Consulate General in New York, together with the New York University/Tish School of the Arts/Clive 
Davis Institute of Recorded Music.

PARTICIPANTS AT STARGATE MASTER 
CLASS:

- Alexander “Rykkinfella” Austheim

- Alexandra Joner

- Ane Hagness Kiran

- Anine Stang

- Arvid Wam Solvang

- Charite Viken Reinås

- Christian Wallis

- Christina Skaar

- Daniel Mikael Wold

- Edvard Erfjord

- Eivan “Ricco” Bj

- Erik Braund

- Erik Faber

-   Erlend Gjerde

-   Fredrik Eeg

-   Hanne Sørvaag

-   Harald Apall Austad (Scheme)

-   Henrik Michelsen

-   Jens Wendelboe

-   Jon Åslund

-   Kate Havnevik

-   Krister G. Roang  

-   Lars Horntvedt

-   Marius Njølstad

-   Morten Andreassen

-   Ola Haampland

-   Omer Bhatti

-   LidoLido

-   Samsaya

-   Silje Hope

-   Simen Eriksrud

-   Simon Füllemann

-   Terje Pedersen

-   Therese Karlsson

-   Tore Magnus Pettersson

-   Trond Hillestad

- Yngve Næss

- Øyvind Taraldsen

 (Photo: Jørn Dalchow)
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SXSW sees 16 
Norwegian acts  
The world’s largest industry festival South by Southwest (SXSW) in Austin 
introduced 16 Norwegian bands and artists in 2011. Several of the artists 
played numerous showcases during SXSW’s four day music festival, 
including MEN partner FILTER Magazine’s very popular day event. MEN 
also provided travel grants to artists through an application process.

The following Norwegian bands and artists played at this year’s SXSW: 
Altaar, Casiokids, Datarock, Harry’s Gym, DE Håker Flaten, Kvelertak, Marit 
Larsen, The Megaphonic Thrift, Mylittlepony, Serpentine, Simon Says No!, 
Silje Nes, Sondre Lerche, Tôg, Youth Pictures of Florence Henderson and 
Årabrot.

Womex moves on
The itinerant folk and world music trade fair WOMEX was arranged in 
Copenhagen for the third and final year in a row. Norway’s contribution 
included 38 delegates from 17 different companies, as well as two 
showcasing artists and (as in previous years) the Nordic countries 
cooperated by having their own Nordic stand area in the exhibition hall. 
From the Norwegian side, MEN operated as the coordinator, and a Nordic 
Brunch was arranged together with the other Nordic stand organizers.

Among the delegates were professionals ranging from record companies 
and booking agencies to management companies and festivals. Norway’s 
Ragnhild Furebotten and Farmers Market played at the Nordic Club – a 
club concept which was continued from the previous year. Both showcases 
attracted a large audience, as did the stand both before and after the 
concerts.

Datarock at SXSW 2011

Ragnhild Furebotten at Womex 2011.           Photo: Andreas Fliflet



MUSIC EXPORT NORWAY GSA
The official opening of Music Export Norway GSA office in Berlin took place in January 2011. The office handles the export effort in the German-
speaking countries (Germany, Austria and Switzerland) and at the same time functions as a link between the Norwegian and German-speaking music 
industries. The opening took place at Kulturbrauerei in Berlin on 27 January, with musical contribution from Casiokids, Moddi and Susanne Sundfør. In 
its first year the GSA office has been involved in a wide range of projects. Here is a small selection:

GSA9

Business Development Program
The Business Development Program (BDP) 
has previously been held with great success in 
London by Music Export Norway’s UK office. 
The BDP organized by the GSA office in Berlin 
focused on giving participants expanded 
knowledge on the German music market, 
its structure, operations, development and 
challenges. 

One of the main initiatives of BDP was 
matchmaking between Norwegian and German 
music companies. In this regard, over 200 
invitations were issued to representatives of 
the German music industry to take part in the 
matchmaking and networking event “Meet 
Norway,” which invited the German industry to 
meet with Norwegian exporters. 

For this project, the GSA office collaborated 
with three umbrella organizations:  BDV (the 
organization of live music promoters, the Berlin 
Music Commission (representing the Berlin 
music scene) and Initiative Musik (which 
provides nationwide support for German 
musicians). The program also included 
workshops and various lectures on the German 
market and the Norwegian delegates included 
17 people from 15 companies.

Jazzahead
Traditionally, Music Export Norway coordinated 
the Norwegian participation for Jazzahead, the 
trade fair focusing on jazz music in Bremen. This 
was done in collaboration with the Norwegian 
Jazz Forum. In 2011 five Norwegian artists 
played showcases and approximately 20 
delegates participated in the Norwegian stand. 
Showcasing artists included: Stian Westerhus, 
Randi Tytingvåg, Mats Eilertsen Quartet, Mari 
Kvien Brunvoll and Mathias Eick.

Popkomm
In 2011, a joint Nordic stand was arranged 
where 13 Norwegian companies participated 
in the Norwegian section. MEN coordinated 
the Norwegian participation and produced 
information materials relating to the Norwegian 
artists performing Popkomm showcases. 

The Norwegian company participants responded 
that they were satisfied with their meetings 
at Popkomm, and the booth received a lot of 
attention from passersby due to its distinctive 
Scandinavian design and good placement at 
the entrance of Tempelhof. However, the event 
showed signs of problems ongoing and 

increasing in previous years, which peaked with 
the event being “postponed” 2009. There were 
far fewer participating companies and visitors, 
and many predicted it would be the last year of 
Popkomm. This was confirmed in the autumn of 
2011 by German music industry media. While 
Popkomm has been canceled for 2012, Berlin 
Music Week (with a private industry program) is 
still taking place, but without Popkomm’s stand/
exhibition format. 

Reeperbahn
In 2011, four Norwegian artists showcased at 
the Reeperbahn Festival in Hamburg. These 
were Team Me, Susanne Sundfør, Honningbarna 
and Polkabjørn & Kleine Heine. The response 
from the audience and Norwegian industry was 
good. MEN was present with two representatives 
and participated in the industry program, 
which consisted of panels, matchmaking and 
networking under the auspices of the festival. 

The Norwegian industry that was present was 
also active in meetings with the German industry. 
MEN got the impression that Reeperbahn is a 
good platform not only for showcasing artists, but 
also as a meeting venue between the German 
and international industries.
 

Casiokids at the official opening of the GSA office in Berlin. 
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MUSIC EXPORT NORWAY UK
Music Export Norway’s office in London also kept busy in 2011. In addition to the coordination of a variety of events, the office took care of general consultation 
and counseling for the Norwegian industry and also in building relationships within the UK music industry. The UK office assisted in everything from promotion, 
consulting on market entry strategies and partner visits to practical help for more than 100 artists that played over 250 concerts. The office also manages the 
Norwegian Embassy in London’s promotional support, which aims to provide support for costs associated with marketing of concerts in the UK. In addition, the 
office administrates backline agreements, hotdesking and more. Below is a view of the office’s 2011 projects:

Evaluation 
In 2011, the independent British consultant 
agency Music Ally presented a comprehensive 
evaluation of the UK office based on focus 
groups, individual interviews and a survey among 
Norwegian exporters. Here are some of the key 
results:

- The evaluation concludes with a very positive 
impression of the work conducted by the London 
office.

- Despite a tough market, the Norwegian music 
industry fights its way forward in the UK, and the 
UK market is now more accessible for Norwegian 
music than it has been previously.

- Credibility of the Norwegian music industry has 
been strengthened in the United Kingdom.
- 75% of responders reported that the office 
saves them money.

- Club concept Ja Ja Ja and MEN’s Business 
Development Program continue to be very 
successful projects. The same is said about more 
general MEN projects that have international 
programs and are done in cooperation with 
respective parties in Norway (by:Larm, Øya 
Festival, Kongsberg, Folkelarm, etc).

- The office has developed a number of well-
received innovative measures.

- The report confirms that the UK works as a 
liaison to other territories, and that an investment 
there will pay far beyond the UK market because 
of that market’s heavy and influential position in 
the global music industry, both in terms of the 
British media’s international influence and in 
terms of collaboration with industry stakeholders 
involved in bringing talents to the world.

- Also, there appear some ideas about how the 
office can improve their services. These include 
logistical assistance (hotel deals, backline 
agreements, etc.), genre-specific databases and 
export statistics, as well as a better description of 
what services the office actually provides.

Ja Ja Ja
Ja Ja Ja is a monthly Nordic showcase night at 
The Lexington in London. The club concept was 
established in 2009 as part of the cooperation 

between the Nordic export offices, and the brand 
was further strengthened in 2011. A booking 
group that consists of respected British industry 
professionals chooses the final line-up based 
on a shortlist of export-ready Nordic artists.  
During 2011, eight Norwegian bands (Montée, 
Deathcrush, Årabrot, Team Me, Young Dreams, 
Razika, Karin Park and Marit Larsen) have 
played in the Nordic showcase platform. 

Ja Ja Ja has also started an editorial music page 
focusing on new Nordic music (www.jajajamusic.
com). A number of concrete results have come 
out of the Ja Ja Ja showcases.

The Great Escape
The Great Escape in Brighton is one of Europe’s 
most important music conferences and 
showcase platforms for new popular music. MEN 
has coordinated the Norwegian participation 
for several years. Five Norwegian artists played 
showcases at the important industry festival in 
2011, and MEN contributed travel support to 
artists and the industry, as well as promotion.  

This is a good place for networking in the UK, 
and MEN maintains long-standing close contact 
with the organizers. Also, Norway has previously 
been the focus country at The Great Escape.

Huddersfield
In 2011, the Huddersfield Contemporary 
Music Festival had a Norwegian focus. MEN 
worked together with MIC, the Foreign Ministry 
and Embassy in London on the project. MEN 
produced a sampler of Norwegian pop music 
curated by the festival’s artistic director Graham 
McKenzie. The sampler was distributed during 
the festival and to relevant parties in the UK. It 
will later be used at MEN’s various venues. MEN 
also provided travel support to a delegation of 
key players in the industry who, among other 
things, attended a networking program organized 
by the British Council during the opening 
weekend. 

For more UK-related projects, see the project 
overview on page 14.

Young Dreams at Ja Ja Ja.

Blood Command at The Great Escape 2011.

Moddi at The Great Escape 2011.



Sync-focus at by:Larm 
Music Export Norway (MEN) was a partner of by:Larm 2011’s international 
program. MEN presented a separate sync focus where influential music 
supervisors in film, commercials and games were invited to Oslo to meet the 
Norwegian industry, listen to Norwegian music and share their experiences 
through seminars and panels during by:Larm. Among the invited guests were 
Julianne Jordan from Music Soup (The Bourne Identity, Mr. & Mrs. Smith, The 
Italian Job), Dave Jordan from Format (Iron Man, Transformers, Sex and the 
City, Grey’s Anatomy), Alice Catron Schneider from NBC Universal (Royal Pains, 
Against the Wall, Being Human) and Kyle Hopkins from Microsoft. 

In addition to the sync focus, the international program consisted of various 
networking events, including speed meetings pitches and a downhill sledding 
outing. 

Networking at Øya
Øya International was arranged for the eighth year in a row in 2011. Music 
Export Norway and the Øya Festival invited Norwegian and international 
industry representatives to take part in a variety of events in connection with 
the festival. As in previous years, the opening event included speed meetings in 
which participants had ten quick meetings each, based on wish lists from the 
Norwegian participants. This has proven to be an effective way to expand one’s 
international network. 

On the next day of Øya, MEN organized a trip to Bleikøya (an island in the Oslo 
fjord) where the program included a so-called “insiders guide” to the German-
speaking market and a barbeque. Øya International 2011 also included a 
surprise showcase with Mari Boine at the lake Trollvann.

National projects

Jazz in Kongsberg
The export-focused program Silver City Sounds was arranged 
again in 2011 in cooperation with the Kongsberg Jazz Festival. 
Approximately 30 Norwegian and international delegates attended 
the program, including participants from Serious (UK), F-Cat 
Productions (Germany), Red Sea Jazz Festival (Israel), Taktlos 
(Switzerland), Jazz Japan (Japan) and All About Jazz (USA). 

Silver City Sounds 2011 included seminars from the Norwegian 
Jazz Forum and Norwegian Jazz Launch 2011, a showcase by 
Frøy Aagre and networking events. Naturally, the international 
guests got to experience top-class jazz from Norwegian artists 
playing at the festival.

Song:Expo/Songfarm 
MEN was involved in several songwriting events in 2011. Among 
these was SONG:EXPO at Trondheim Calling, which was attended 
by approximately 50 Norwegian and international writers. In 
addition, a number of publishers were present. The main objective 
of SONG:EXPO was to present songwriting as an industry with 
great export potential. The songwriting camp resulted in a large 
number of new songs that were presented to the international 
delegates. Several new partnerships have flourished in the 
aftermath of the event. Another songwriting event sponsored by 
MEN in 2011 was Song Farm in Sweden, which included a large 
number of Norwegian participants.
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Mari Boine at Trollvann.
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Electronic Tromsø 
A dedicated international program was arranged by Music Export Norway 
and Insomnia during the Insomnia Festival in October. A small delegation 
of representatives from Electronic Beats (Berlin), Bang On PR (London), 
MIGZ Festival (Moscow), Backroom Entertainment (Berlin), Clique 
Bookings (Berlin), Trailerpark Festival (Copenhagen), Fail Ltd (London), 
Xoyo (London), FutureEverything Festival (Manchester) and Spot Festival 
(Århus) visited the festival in Tromsø. 

In addition to an extensive festival program with a focus on Norwegian 
electronic music, a day program which included an open interview with 
musicians Jon-Erik Boska and Per Martinsen was arranged. The interview 
was led by the British journalist, blogger and DJ Sheik Ahmed. There were 
seminars on music strategies, sound logos, in-store radio and synch by 
Johan Borg and Goran Obad from Ohlogy.

Sector Meetings  
Music Export Norway (MEN) organized two rounds of sector meetings 
in 2011 where a variety of music industry representatives discussed 
measures, needs and wishes regarding being a Norwegian player in the 
international music market. These discussions have served as a tool 
for how MEN prepares strategies and help to determine areas requiring 
attention. The first group of meetings took place between 7 April and 
11 May, and was divided into genre and industry areas:  Folk and World 
Music, Jazz, Pop, Management / Agents and Publishing. The second 
group of meetings took place between 23 September and 1 November, 
and included all the areas represented at the previous meetings, joined by 
Record Companies.

Frøy Aagre, Silver City Sounds

Tromsø by night.                           Photo: Sheikh Ahmed



Month Project Place
JANUARY Eurosonic Groningen, Netherlands
JANUARY Midem Cannes, France
JANUARY Showcase Scotland Glasgow, Scotland
JANUARY P3 Guld Gothenborg, Sweden
JANUARY GSA office opening/showcase night Berlin, Germany
FEBRUARY By:Larm Oslo, Norway
FEBRUARY Øya concert series & Single Club London, UK
MARCH BabelMed Marseille, France
MARCH Forum with Phonofile: PR guide for UK Oslo, Norway
MARCH SXSW Austin, USA
MARCH Musikmesse Frankfurt Frankfurt, Germany
APRIL Inferno Festival Oslo, Norway
APRIL Jazzahead Bremen, Germany
APRIL Sector meetings Oslo, Norway
APRIL Øya concert series Berlin, Germany
APRIL New Skool Rules Rotterdam, Netherlands
APRIL Camden Crawl London, UK
APRIL IAMA conference London, UK
MAY JazzNorway in a Nutshell Bergen, Norway
MAY MusExpo/Synch Mission LA, USA
MAY Stargate Master Class New York, USA
MAY Spot Aarhus, Denmnark
MAY Sonar/ Smalltown Supersound label night Barcelona, Spain
MAY The Great Escape Brighton, UK
MAY GoNorth Inverness, UK
MAY Sensoria Pro Sheffield, UK
JUNE C/O Pop Cologne, Germany
JUNE Songfarm Sweden
JULY Silver City Sounds Kongsberg, Norway
JULY Førdefestivalen Førde, Norway
AUGUST Øya Oslo, Norway
AUGUST Song:Expo Trondheim, Norway
SEPTEMBER Nordic Music Week Stavanger, Norway
SEPTEMBER Folkelarm Oslo, Norway
SEPTEMBER Popkomm/Berlin Music Week Berlin, Germany
SEPTEMBER Reeperbahn Festival Hamburg, Germany
SEPTEMBER BDP - Modul 1 Oslo, Norway
OCTOBER Insomnia Festival Tromsø, Norway  
OCTOBER Sector meetings Oslo, Norway
OCTOBER Womex København, Denmark
OCTOBER MaMa Event Paris, France
OCTOBER Music & Media Tampere, Helsinki
NOVEMBER Hokuo Tokyo, Japan
NOVEMBER Huddersfield Contermporary Music Festival Huddersfield, UK 
NOVEMBER BDP - Modul 2 Berlin, Germany
MONTHLY CLUB Ja Ja Ja London, UK

Other projects: 

PROJECTS IN 2011

- Export program and ad hoc-support
- Promo support and relocation program UK
- NOMEX – common Nordic platform 
- Production of two new sampler CDs
- Councelling, promotion, etc. 
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Project:                                       Applicant: Amount (NOK):

Marketing Tina Lie release                                      SIWU 5.000,- 

HMV-showcase for Katzenjammer                          Stageway Talent 10.000,-

Vidar Busk-promo at Blues Challenge                     Arctic Music 8.000,-  

Okkultokrati support tour with Kylesa                      Fysisk Format 5.000,-

Conductor Tchaikovsky Orchestra                           Terje Mikkelsen 25.000,-

Release campaign UK                                       Karin Park 25.000,-

Deathcrush support tour with Sleigh Bells               Up Front Artists 10.000,-

UK showcases Team Me                                         Polar Artist 25.000,-

Tôg-promo USA                                                      Brilliance 5.000,-

Unni Wilhelmsen promo                                        St. Cecilia Music 10.000,-

Promo Qwartz                                                         SOFA 6.000,-

Promo campaign Gimme Ten i UK                          Ungdomskulen 20.000,-

Promo split-single with Casiokids, Diskjokke            Splendour 15.000,-

Promo Todd Terje + Telephones in Berlin                Håkon Vinnogg 4.800,-

Promo In the Country in USA and Canada               In the Country 15.000,-

Showcase Chrome Hill UK                                      Asbjørn Lerheim musikk 4.000,-

Promo Datarock-USB in USA, UK & Denmark         YAP 20.000

Showcase Montée in Sweden                                  Oslo Records 10.000,-

Songwriting in London                                        Waterfall Music 7.000,-

iTunes indie summit in London                                Phonofile 5.000,-

Songwriting sessions in New York                           Anine Stang 7.000,-

UK launch Majorstuen                                            Solid Musikk 2.500,-

London showcase with 120 Days                            Up Front Artists 20.000,-

22 Showcase and promo in Japan                          Polar Artist 20.000,-

Marketing Synkoke                                       Brilliance 8.000,-

Marketing 2L in connection with AES Convention     2L 10.000,-

Participation TransmitChina                                    Up Front Artists 5.000,-

Promo Audrey Horne at Metal Hammer Awards       Audrey Horne 5.000,-

Songwriting sessions in New York                            BPM Productions 15.000,-

Showcase-promo for 3 artists in London                  Aggie Peterson 14.000,-

Showcase Jenny Hval and Phaedra in London         Rune Grammofon 10.000,-

Sandra Kolstad-promo in Germany, USA og UK       Trust Me Records 20.000,-

Promo Mungolian Jetset and Diskjokke i Japan       Smalltown Supersound 25.000,-

Songwriting program in London                               Waterfall Music 20.000,-

LidoLido showcase USA                                         Tornado Booking 5.000,-

Promo FINAL in UK/US                                          Up Front Artist  15.000,-

Marketing Torgny in USA/UK                                  Torgny Amdam 15.000,-

Promo Skatebård                                                    Skatebård 2.000,-

Cold mailman showcase in Frankrike                       Spoon Train 5.000,-

Promo Christian Wallumrød Ensemble in Germany  Christian Wallumrød 10.000,-

Einar Stray support for Hundreds                            Spoon Train 10.000,-

Songwriting sessions in LA                                       Big City Music 25.000,-

Showcase Philco Fiction in Berlin                            Brilliance 3.000,-

AD HOC SUPPORT 2011  
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Music Export Norway’s Export 
Program is directed towards 
individual projects in order to 
increase the export of Norwegian 
music. In 2011, Marit Larsen 
and Propeller Recordings were 
selected for the three-year export 
program, which was created in 
the summer of 2010. 

The reason for the launch was that Norway, 
despite a development in export, has not 
produced many large international music 
attractions.

The idea behind the program is to grant funds 
to up to two export projects per calendar year. 
Each project can receive up to NOK 300,000 
per year for up to three years. The total amount 
any one project can receive is NOK 900,000, 
and all funds received from the program 
must be matched by the recipients. The 
program is open to all areas with which Music 
Export Norway works, including musicians, 
management, producers and songwriters to 
composers and music publishers.

In 2011, the program’s jury consisted of Per 
Sinding-Larsen (prominent Swedish music 
journalist), Per Boye Hansen (director of Bergen 
International Festial), Mads Hauge (producer 
and songwriter) and Inger Dirdal (Music Export 
Norway). 

The first export program that was awarded in 
2011 went to the record company Propeller 
Recordings. Propeller has artists such as 
Katzenjammer, Team Me, Hanne Hukkelberg 
and Moddi in its catalogue. All these artists 
have made an international mark in recent 
years, and Propeller Recordings has many 
international partners. 

Big plans have been made for both releases 
and concerts for Propeller’s artists for the next 
three years, and work to establish artists in 
more territories is already going well.

Great Success in Germany 
The second export program of the year was 
awarded to Marit Larsen. Marit Larsen has, 
despite her young age, had a long international 
career. For the past years she has made herself 
strongly noted internationally as a solo artist, 
including topping the charts in Germany, where 
she has sold 300,000 singles. Marit Larsen has 
also won several Spellemann awards (Norway’s 
equivalent to the Grammy).CH

MUSIC EXPORT NORWAYS  

Marit Larsen
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Marit Larsen herself was very excited about the 
news:
 
“This was a pleasant surprise! The timing is 
also very good as a new album release followed 
by touring is just around the corner. I am very 
pleased that the jury has confidence in me 
and believes in my music,” she commented in 
connection to the award.

Manager Morten Andreassen continued:

“This is an important recognition of Marit’s 
music and it will hopefully give her music the 
opportunity to travel even further.”

EXPORT PROGRAM

Katzenjammer

Team Me


